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Storyline

• Why go to the stars?
• The scales involved
• Ways of going to the stars
• 3 Real Starships
• Warp Drives
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Where to read more

• Far and away the
most comprehensive
book on starflight
• Both prose and
technical calculations
• All major real starship
designs
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How does Larson know all of this?
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Why go to the stars?
• Why not?
• Be an explorer, not a
couch potato!
• The Earth is a dangerous
place to live
• Biosphere destruction
by asteroid or nearby
supernova
• Sun will bake the Earth
in ~1 billion years
• Sun will die in ~5 billion
years
5

The stars are far away!
• Imagine the Sun is a marble (1 cm diameter)
• Earth is 0.1 mm diameter (sand grain), and 1 m from Sun
• Solar system is 84 meters in diameter (out to Pluto)
• Nearest star, is Proxima Centauri (4.3 lyr away). On this scale, 292 km
away from our marble

Sun

Earth
1 m to Earth
42 m to Pluto
292 km to Proxima Centauri
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Fastest spacecraft?
• What is the fastest
spacecraft built by
humans?
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Fastest spacecraft?
• What is the fastest
spacecraft built by
humans?
• Voyager 1: current speed
= 38,600 mph (~11 miles
per second)
• At this speed, it would
take Voyager 74,756 years
to reach Proxima Centauri
• Most of you should have
graduated by then!
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How to go fast...
• Getting to starship speeds isn’t hard!
• Just hold the accelerator down longer than normal.
Final Speed

0 to 60 mph in 5
seconds

1g

0.01 c

6.5 d

3.6 d

0.05 c

32.3 d

17.7 d

0.10 c

64.7 d

35.4 d

0.25 c

161.7 d

88.5 d

0.5 c

267.0 d

146.0 d
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Travelling to the stars

• Nothing stops us from building starships capable of reaching
the stars except money and time
• A starship will have to be assembled in orbit; expensive!
• Special relativity means I can travel at high speeds to the stars,
and arrive in a human lifetime
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Travel options...
• If you go fast, special relativity
and time dilation take effect.
To those on the starship, the
trip is short
• To those left behind,
tremendous time passes
• If you go slow, then the trip
will be slow for everyone on
board and those left behind
• Put everyone in
“hypersleep”
• Build generational
starships
10
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When I think of starships...
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Obstacle propulsion
• Fuel weighs a lot, as do
the tanks to store it
• Conventional to drop
empty fuel tanks to
reduce your payload
• Need powerful engines,
and capacity to burn fuel
for long periods of time
• Most real starship designs
start with propulsion ideas
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Real Starship #1:
Daedalus
• Originally proposed by the British
Interplanetary Society from
1973-1978
• Powered by nuclear fusion
explosions
• 50,000 tons of fuel pellets,
mined from Jupiter. Fusion
explosions 250x per second!
• Payload: 450 tons
• Speed: 12% speed of light
• Destinations: Barnard’s Star,
Alpha Centauri
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Daedalus Journey
• Total travel time to
Alpha Centauri: ~40 years
• Comm signals take only
4.6 yrs to get to Earth
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Real Starship #2:
Orion
• Original study between NASA
and the Department of Defense
from 1958-1965
• Powered by nuclear fission
explosions
• Much of Orion research
still classified
• A test vehicle (“Hot Rod”)
was built
• Goal was to make the solar
system easily accessible
• Nuclear engine gives
tremendous payload capacity
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Hot Rod: Orion Concpet Demonstration
• Hot Rod used conventional bombs to show that the
“pusher plate” idea worked
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An example Orion voyage
• Orion could make the trip to Mars and back in only 250 days
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Real Starship #3:
Bussard Ramjet
• Originally proposed by
Robert Bussard in 1960
• Powered by nuclear fusion
• You don’t want to carry all
the fuel mass
• Interstellar space is full of
hydrogen
• Scoop up hydrogen to use
for fuel
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What about crazy
stuff?
• What about crazier stuff?
Why can’t I avoid this special
relativity stuff?
• You can! You bend
spacetime to do it (but must
have some “exotic matter”)
• The warp drive compresses
spacetime in front of your
spacecraft, and expands
spacetime behind you
• You “surf on spacetime”
from one place in the
Cosmos to another
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Ad astra per aspera...
• The road to the stars is fraught with difficulty:
• Technology (though we have methods)
• Money (perhaps not that much)
• Politics
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